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Homework 2 review
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1. Please do an investigation of one or two pump systems in your facility you wish to analyze 
and obtain the following data for each one of them.

a. Hours/year of operation
b. Cost of electricity, $/kWh
c. Pump type
d. Pump operating speed, RPM
e. Drive type (Direct, Std V-belt, Notched V-belt, Synchronous belt, VFD)
f. Fluid pumped
g. Fluid Temperature, F
h. Fluid specific gravity
i. Fluid kinematic viscosity, cSt
j. Number of pump stages
k. Motor horsepower rating
l. Motor rated RPM
m. Motor efficiency class (Standard, Energy Efficient, Premium Efficiency)
n. Motor rated voltage
o. Motor full load amps
p. Measured flow rate, GPM
q. Measured pump head, Feet
r. Measured motor power (kW with Power Meter or Volts & Current with clamp on meter)



Homework 2 review
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2.   Why do you think this pumping system has energy reduction 

potential?

3.   List your questions about pumping systems in your facilities.



Homework 2 review
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4. A pump operates under the following conditions: flow is 500 gpm; suction pressure is 22.9 
psig; discharge pressure is 127.4 psig; suction gauge elevation is 4 feet off the floor; discharge 
gauge elevation is 8 feet off of the floor; suction piping is 6 inch diameter; discharge piping is 
5 inch diameter; the suction side loss coefficients total 1.75; the discharge side loss 
coefficients total 2.5; the fluid is corn oil with a specific gravity of 0.924. Calculate the pump 
head with hand calculations and then use MEASUR to determine the pump head.

Suction pipe diameter = (Pi x (6/12)2)/4 = 0.19635 ft2

Discharge pipe diameter = (Pi x (5/12)2/4 = 0.13636 ft2

Suction flow velocity = (500 gal/min)/(7.4805 gal/ft3 x 60 s/min x 0.19635 ft2) = 5.6736 ft/s
Suction pipe velocity head = (5.6736 ft/s)2/(2 x 32.174 ft/s2) = 0.50024 ft
Discharge flow velocity = (500 gal/min)/(7.4805 gal/ft3 x 60 s/min x 0.13635 ft2) = 8.1700 ft/s
Discharge pipe velocity head = (8.1700 ft/s)2/(2 x 32.174 ft/s2) = 1.03731 ft

Pump elevation head = (8 ft – 4 ft) = 4 feet
Pump pressure head = (127.4 – 22.9) x 2.31 / 0.924 = 261.25 feet
Differential velocity head = 1.03731 – 0.50024 = 0.53707 feet
Suction line losses = 1.75 x 0.50024 ft = 0.8754 feet
Discharge line losses = 2.50 x 1.03731 ft = 2.5933 feet
Total Pump Head = 269.26 feet
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5.  Calculate the static head for the system below. Standard water is being pumped.

Static Head = 75.0 + 2.31 x (5.0 – 10.0) = 63.45 feet



Homework 2 review
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6.  Calculate the pump head for the figure below. The flow rate is 5000 gpm of standard water.



Homework 2 review
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Pump Head = 197.94 feet



Homework 2 review
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7.  Using the static head from Problem 5 and the pump head and flow from Problem 6, calculate 
the system curve this piping system by hand and using MEASUR. The equation should be of 
the form:

Static Head = 63.45; k’ = (197.94 – 63.45)/50001.9 = 0.0000126

System Curve Equation = 63.45 + 0.0000126 x Q1.9
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8.  A plant has a VFD installed on a fully loaded 100 hp pump. The operators continue to run the 
pump at 60 Hz and the automatic control system is not connected to the VFD. The VFD 
efficiency is estimated to be 97%. How much has the operating cost for the pump increased 
per year if the VFD operates at 60 Hz continuously? The average net cost of electricity is 
$0.08/kWh and the electric motor efficiency is 95%.

Answer: 

kW with VFD = (100 hp x 0.746 kW/hp)/(0.95 x 0.97) = 80.95 kW

kW without VFD = (100 hp x 0.746 kW/hp)/0.95 = 78.53 kW

Extra Annual Cost for VFD Losses = (80.95 – 78.53) x 8760 hr/yr x $0.08/kWh = $1,696/yr
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9.  A chilled water closed loop piping system has a 200-ton chiller with the 

evaporator flow at 480 gpm of water at 42 F. This piping loop has a straight 

pipe length of 3500 feet, 2-gate valves (wide open), 10-std 90-degree 

elbows, 1-check valve, and 1-strainer (K = 2.0). The chiller evaporator has a 

20-foot head loss and each of the 5 chilled water coils has a 12-foot head 

loss, all supplied by the chilled water circulating pump. Determine the 

following:

a. The size of the pipe is needed for the 480 gpm flow. (See slide 48 first 

presentation)

b. The total head loss for the system assuming schedule 40 black steel pipe.

c. Go to the following link and select a chilled water pump for this system. 

ESP Systemwize (esp-systemwize.com)

https://www.esp-systemwize.com/pumps;catalogs=%5B%5D;fluid_state_id=15449063;list_state_id=;dp=%7B%22flow%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22USGPM%22%7D,%22head%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22staticHead%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22load%22:1,%22overspeed%22:%22Off%22,%22operatingPointHead%22:%22systemCurve_speedAdjustCalc%22,%22plevMode%22:%22MODE_THREE%22,%22pumpCount%22:1,%22pumpStandbyCount%22:0,%22pumpDesignStrategy%22:%22PARALLEL%22,%22operationMode%22:1%7D;s=%5B%5D;sme=1;smst=SIZEtoMAXonDESIGNCURVE;smstd=2;ops=%5B%7B%22note%22:%22%22,%22flow%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22USGPM%22%7D,%22head%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22static_head%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22load%22:42%7D,%7B%22note%22:%22%22,%22flow%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22USGPM%22%7D,%22head%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22static_head%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22load%22:45%7D,%7B%22note%22:%22%22,%22flow%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22USGPM%22%7D,%22head%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22static_head%22:%7B%22value%22:0,%22unit%22:%22FT_FLUID%22%7D,%22load%22:12%7D%5D;sts=1;sr=false;f=60;co=1
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a. 6” diameter pipe from slide 48 first presentation
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b.       Pump Head: Straight pipe 1.8 feet loss/100 feet of pipe (from slide) = 1.8 x 35 = 63 feet
Calculate velocity in the 6-inch diameter pipe. 
Cross sectional area = (Pi x (0.5)2)/4 = 0.19635 ft2. 
Flow velocity = (480 gal/min)/(7.48 gal/ft3 x 0.19635 ft2 x 60 sec/min) = 5.447 ft/s
V2/2g = (5.447 ft/s)2/(2 x 32.174 ft/s2) = 0.461 ft
90-degree elbows = 10 els x 0.3 x 0.461 ft = 1.383 ft
Gate valves = 2 valves x 0.2 x 0.461 ft = 0.184 ft
Check valve = 1 valve x 2.0 x 0.461 ft = 0.922 ft
Strainer = 1 strainer x 2.0 x 0.461 ft = 0.922 ft
Cooling coils = 5 coils x 12 ft/coil = 60 ft
Total head loss = 146.41 feet
Select pump for 480 gpm @ 150 feet of head
Bell & Gossett e1510 3AD 6.625 inch diameter impeller, 23.2 bhp, 30 hp motor, 3550 rpm
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c.
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c.



Accessing pump head calculator in MEASUR
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System Setup – Calculate Pump Head
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Go to the pump head 

calculator by clicking here



System Setup – Pump Head Calculator
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Two Different Geometries: Suction Gauge

Input Field Data
Pump Head



System Setup – Pump Head Calculator
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Two Different Geometries: Suction Tank

Input Field Data
Pump Head



Loss Coefficients
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An important 

note on loss 

coefficients!



Accessing system curve calculator
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Select the Equipment Calculators

If the system curve is retained and the analysis is 

subsequently logged, the system curve will be stored 

with the log (and available for recall).



Accessing system curve calculator
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If the system curve is retained and the analysis is 

subsequently logged, the system curve will be stored 

with the log (and available for recall).Select the Pump Curve Tool



Accessing system curve calculator
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Click the “+” 

beside the 

System 

Curve Data



Accessing system curve calculator
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Fill in the required information



Accessing system curve calculator
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Get the System Curve Equation & Graph



Pumping tool before MEASUR was PSAT 

(Pumping System Assessment Tool)

▪ The first Pumping System 
Analysis Tool developed by 
US DOE was PSAT

▪ PSAT download comes with 
another program, Valve 
Tool, that is very useful

▪ Valve Tool has not been 
added to MEASUR yet

▪ PSAT and Valve Tool can 
be downloaded from the 
following website

▪ https://www.energy.gov/eer
e/amo/downloads/pumping-
system-assessment-tool-
psat
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A valve tool is included in the 

PSAT2008 package
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The valve tool works from the 

fundamental valve relationships
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s.g.

P
CF  Q

vp


=

P1 P2

In U.S. units:

Q = Flow rate (gpm)

Fp = Geometry factor

Cv = Valve flow coefficient

P = pressure drop, psi

s.g. = specific gravity

Valve Equation



Valve tool window
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Valve Tool has four possible modes of operation
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• There are four parameters that control the analysis

• Valve upstream pressure, Pup

• Valve downstream pressure, Pdown

• Valve Cv

• Flow rate, Q

• Four modes of operation

• Know: Pup Pdown and Q. Solve for Cv

• Know: Pup Pdown and Cv. Solve for Q

• Know: Pup Cv and Q. Solve for Pdown

• Know: Pdown Cv and Q. Solve for Pup



Valve tool window
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Select 

the 

desired 

mode of 

operation



Example exercises, using Valve Tool and 

MEASUR’s pump head, and system curve tools
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Valve Tool example 1
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12" line 12" line8" valve

Measured flow rate = 2700 gpm

P1 = 85 psig

P2 = 72 psig

Fluid = Water, 70° F

Electricity cost rate = 0.05 $/kWh

System operates continuously

Find: Valve flow coefficient, loss K, power loss, annual 

energy cost



Valve Tool example 1 results
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Pump & motor efficiencies 

are often not known and 

must  be assumed.  Using 

high efficiencies yields 

conservatively low power 

and cost estimates.

The calculated loss K values 

apply to the upstream pipe 

diameter (12 inches in this 

case), not the valve size 



Valve Tool example 2
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10" line 10" line6" valve

P1 = 93 psig

P2 = 75 psig

Fluid = Water, 70° F

Electricity cost rate = 5 cents/kWh

System operates continuously

Valve position indication = 60% open

Valve generic flow coefficient curve is available

Find: Estimated flow rate, power loss, annual energy cost



Valve flow coefficient curve
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6-inch butterfly valve flow coefficient vs. position
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Valve Tool example 2 results
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An important applicability caveat
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F
lo

w
ra

te

Pressure drop

s.g.

P
 C  Q v


=

applies in this region only

Flashing, choked flow

Incipient

cavitation





Developing system performance curves 

from field measurements

41



But first things first :

Develop a simplified flow diagram

▪ Capture the critical elements of 
the system

▪ How do you do that?

▪Review P&ID and piping 
isometrics 

▪Talk with operators

▪Walk the system down (nice to 
have a P&ID with you)

▪ Note 1: one of the reasons for 
talking with operators and 
walking the system down is to 
correct outdated P&ID's

▪ Note 2: Complex systems with 
multiple sources and/or delivery 
points cannot be modeled with a 
simple system curve (but field 
data is still invaluable)

42



Simple type of system curve basics
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▪ Requires a pair of head and flow conditions

▪ One of the pair can be static head (flow rate = 0)

▪ Form: H = Hs + K'QC

H = total system head (at flow rate Q)

Hs = static head

K' = loss coefficient *

Q = flow rate

c= dynamic/friction loss exponent

K'QC = dynamic or frictional head at flow rate Q



The static head is made up of elevation, 

and sometimes pressure components
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2.31 (P4 - P1)

s.g.
+   Z4 - Z1Static head (Hs) = 

Hs in ft
P in psig
Z in ft

Z4 - Z1

P3

P4

P2

P1

F) (



Sources of static head data

▪ Pressure gauges

▪ Elevation:

▪ Level (or pressure) 

gauges

▪ Drawings

45



Elevation head estimating example:

counting steps
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Basement

1st floor

2nd floor

5 ft

8 ft

32 steps x 7.5 in./step = 240 in. = 20 ft.

+ (8 ft. - 5 ft.) = 3 ft.

23 ft.



Another quick and simple method: count ladder 

rungs (standard ladder rung spacing = 1 ft)

47

Tanks, chests, etc. often use steel sheets or tiles that can be 

individually measured and counted; marks on concrete from 

plywood forms may also be useful

Which to use?
Cooling
Tower

Process supply

Process return



Example static head calculation
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Z4 - Z1

2.31 (P4 - P1)

Total static head = ?

elevation head = ?

pressure head = ?

20.0 psig

10.0 psig

P3

P4

P2

P1

F) (



Example static head calculation
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Z4 - Z1 = 40.0 ft

2.31 (P4 - P1) = 23.1 ft 

Total static head = 63.1 ft

elevation head = 40 ft

pressure head = 23.1 ft

20.0 psig

10.0 psig

P3

P4

P2

P1

F) (



Or.... use the MEASUR pump head 

calculator

50

The head calculator determines the head difference between two 

points, so it can do a static head calculation for you.



For a second system head/capacity 

point, we can always use the pump head

▪ Simplest approach: 
measure pump head 
at the operating flow 
rate and let MEASUR 
do the rest of the work 
for you

▪ Why does this work on 
a system curve? 
Because pump head 
and system head at 
the operating 
condition are, by 
definition, equal

51



Measured data in the example system
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Flow rate = 3000 gpm

P3

P4

P2

P1

F

12.6 psig

53.0 psig

1.0 ft

) ( 

P2 is in a 16-inch line,

P3 is in a 14-inch line

(Schedule 30 stainless)



MEASUR-calculated pump head = 94.7 ft
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Final step – plug the two values into the 

MEASUR system curve calculator
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Resulting system curve and table from an Excel 

spreadsheet
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This is very easy to program in Excel!



System curve with pump curve added
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The system loss exponent can have a 

small impact; use care if extrapolating
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Remember that there are process factors that 

can affect the system curve - some examples

58

• Static head variables
Gas overpressure

Level

Density

• Dynamic loss coefficient variables
Valve position

Viscosity

Age (corrosion, scale)

Filter or strainer cleanliness

• The system itself
Changes in process flow path(s)



Why is development of a field measurement-

based system curve important?

59

▪ The system curve is fundamental to everything 
we do in pumping systems

▪ The first thing we should do in ANY pumping 
system optimization is to ask whether we can 
either change the system curve or change 
where we’re operating on it

▪ The real world is often SIGNIFICANTLY different 
than the picture painted by designers using 
generic loss characteristics



An example: comparing design-based 

head calculations with field data

60

• What the designer expected vs.

• How the system actually operates!



Small section of a system - from pump 

flange through expander

61

Design organization loss 

calculation:

Element Loss K

18" 90 degree elbow: 0.103

18" check valve: 2.000

18-24" expander: 0.400

Knife gate valve: 0.228  

????

Total K: 2.731

Q = 11,400 gpm (15.7 ft/s in 17.25" ID 

line), for a velocity head of 3.81 ft

K x
V2

2g
= 10.4 ft calculated head loss

at 11,400 gpm (design flow

rate for the system)



Measured data provide a better 

perspective (or we would hope it would)
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P :

+  Z :

V2

2g

Actual head loss at 12,000 gpm:

(54.3 - 51.6) x (2.31/0.985)     = 6.3 ft

(4.5 – 8.5) = -4.0 ft

(4.3 – 1.3) = 3.0 ft

Measured head loss = 5.3 ft

+ :



System curves: design-based, normal 

operating, and unthrottled

63

Data collected

during special test



Let’s talk about getting the data needed 

by MEASUR
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A motor nameplate
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Another motor nameplate

488 amps x 460 volts x 3 x 0.905 x 0.954
= 450 hp

746 watts/hp

Note: some published motor data is internally inconsistent



Pump nameplate data (goes with first 

motor) 

70

Nameplate speed here (1800 rpm) is the nominal synchronous speed



Another pump nameplate (goes with 2nd 

motor)

71
Again, the nameplate shows nominal synchronous speed



Pressure and flow measurements:

Instruments and miscellaneous 

considerations

72



There are several types of pressure 

transducers

73

Bourdon tube (most common for gauges)

Bellows

Diaphragm

Piezoresistive



The C-type Bourdon tube is by far the 

most common industrial pressure gauge

74



Some practical considerations

75

▪ Service environment, history
▪ Water hammer
▪ Calibration

▪ Instrument range
▪ Accuracy
▪ Overpressure capability

▪ Physical location, setup
▪ Process connection point
▪ Accounting for sensing element elevation
▪ Proper instrument line fill & vent



What do you think the system pressure is? 

(Note the angle from which the picture is taken)

76



Would a little larger picture change your 

mind?

77



Calibrated, but…maybe not quite 

accurate

78

Note: this gauge was 

removed from system to 

install a test gauge.

(poor camera work by a yokel 

from Diagnostic Solutions 

failed to show the end of the 

threads)

Picture taken on 10/15/2004; 

note the calibration sticker 

was applied only three 

months before.
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The use of portable test instrumentation is 

advisable when accurate data is needed

79



80

Break



There are a host of flow meter types

▪ Differential pressure -
orifice, venturi, nozzle, 
elbow

▪ Velocity - magnetic, 
ultrasonic, turbine, 
vortex shedding, 
variable area 
(rotameter), pitot tube

▪ Open flow - Weir

▪ Positive displacement -
gear, nutating disc

▪ Mass

81



Some important flow meter considerations
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▪ Proper flow profile and installation

▪ Range

▪ Calibration

▪ Wear

▪ Corrosion, scale, foreign material

▪ Sensing line issues (similar to pressure)



Some all too often found field 

configurations...
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Insertion-type meterMagnetic

flow meter



Another less-than desirable arrangement

84

venturi flow meter



A good configuration

85 Magnetic flow meter



Another good arrangement

86

Flow nozzle

with upstream

flow straightener 

(compressed air 

service)



Electrical measurements:

Instruments and considerations

87



The most important consideration in 

electrical measurements:

88

▪SAFETY



Strongly recommended reading for those 

planning to make electrical measurements

89

▪ NFPA* 70E, Standard 

for Electrical Safety in 

the Workplace

▪ 29CFR 1910.335, 

Safeguards for 

personnel protection 

(OSHA)

* NFPA – National Fire Protection Association, which also       

publishes the National Electrical Code



Fundamental electrical power relationships:

Single phase power

90

Pavg = Irms • Vrms • power factor

note: the Vrms above is line to neutral voltage

or Pavg = Average ( Iinst • Vinst )

I

Watt

Meter

V



Three phase portable power meters have 

become common in recent years

95



Three phase portable power meter in 

application

96



Estimating things you can't measure

97



Reviewing: Important parameters to be read, 

measured, or estimated for pumping system analysis

98

▪ Flow rate

▪ Head

▪ Motor input power

▪ Rotating speed

▪ Nameplate information:

▪ Motor rated speed, hp, full load amps, nominal efficiency

▪ Pump gpm, head, speed



But in many cases, it 

isn't feasible to 

measure one or more of 

these parameters - for 

example, the flow rate, 

and for voltages above 

600 V, the power.

What do we do then?

99



Estimating flow rate when

it isn't permanently metered

100

▪ Portable flow meter

▪ Special test

▪ From pump head measurement and pump 

curve

▪ From other process parameters (sanity check)

▪ From component(s) pressure drop



Portable ultrasonic flow meter

101



Special test example - tank drain or fill

(also a standard way to calibrate flow meters)

102

h

r

r h
Q

t
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2



Estimating flow rate from pump head 

measurements and the pump curve

103



Step 1: Estimate head from test gauges at 

the P2 and P3 gauge locations

104

P3 = 95.3 psig

P2 = 24.2 psig

Both gauges in 

10-inch pipe
P3

P2

1.75'



Step 2: retrieve the manufacturer's generic 

pump head curve and make initial flow estimate

105

220

200

180

160

140

120

100

H
e
a
d

, 
ft

3500300025002000150010005000

Flow rate, gpm

8x10x15A, 14 5/8-in. 

impeller,  1750 rpm

Estimated flow rate =

2250 gpm at 166 ft



If suction and discharge line sizes are different or loss 

elements are present, it is necessary to iterate between 

the pump head curve and the head calculation, since 

the pump head is affected by flow rate. Guess a 

reasonable flow rate and calculate the pump head. 

Then check the pump curve for agreement.

106

Calculate pump head and use pump curve to 

predict flow rate



A few possible gotcha's
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▪ Pump head-capacity curve was developed at a 
different speed

▪ Pump performs differently in the field than at the test 
facility

▪ Inaccurate pressure gauges

▪ Pump specific curve  pump generic curve

▪ Impeller, other pump parts have worn

▪ We don't know the impeller diameter

▪ The manufacturer exaggerated (nah, couldn't be)



Pump rotational speed can usually be easily 

and accurately measured with a strobe light

108

It is very common to find pumps operating at greater

than the speeds at which they were rated



Accounting for actual vs. rated speed IS 

important (using the measured head of 166 ft)
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220

200

180

160

140

120

100

H
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, 
ft

3500300025002000150010005000

Flow rate, gpm

2430 gpm

(8% higher)

2250 gpm

Measured speed is 1780 rpm. The difference is 8% in this case



Calculations from previous slide
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• To make a one-point estimate of flow rate when the pump is operating 

at a different speed than that at which the performance curve was 

developed, it isn't necessary to develop an entirely new curve.  Instead, 

you can simply use the affinity laws for the single measured point.

• In this case, the 1750 rpm head corresponding to 166 ft at 1780 rpm, 

per the affinity laws, is:

• 166 ft x (1750  1780)2 = 160.5 ft

• Now find the flow rate at 160.5 ft on the 1750 rpm curve - it is about 

2390 gpm.

• Finally, the 2390 gpm at 1750 rpm converts to, by the affinity laws is:

• 2390 gpm x (1780  1750) = 2430 gpm at 1780 rpm
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What if you have manufacturer's generic curve 

set, and aren't sure of the impeller diameter?

220

200

180

160

140

120

100

H
e
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d

, 
ft

3500300025002000150010005000

Flow rate, gpm

14-3/8" 14-5/8" 14-7/8"

2250 2430 2610

Which one is it?



A couple of options
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▪ Measure shutoff head (for low energy pumps –

and quickly at that)

▪ What if wear ring clearance has opened?

▪ Does speed change when dead-headed?

▪ For pumps with rising power curves:

▪ Measure electrical power

▪ Use MEASUR to estimate shaft power

▪ Compare the estimated shaft power with the manufacturer's 

power curve



Use the measured power to estimate the flow rate
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Measured power is 

160 hp, flow estimate 

is 2800 gpm



Some related good general practices*

114

▪ Request (pay for) a certified test curve for 

the specific pump

▪ When possible, have tested with the motor 

that will be used in actual service

▪ After installation, benchmark field 

performance against test facility data

▪ Do regular hydraulic performance tests

* For pumps that are important energy users; you wouldn’t want 

to do this for 5-hp pumps unless there were other reasons for 

doing so.



A case study to illustrate flow estimation 

from pressure measurements
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Head-capacity curve, building 9767-12 

primary chilled water pumps
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Pump discharge: permanently installed gauge

reads 2.5 psig low

116



Pump suction: permanently installed gauge

reads 1.3 psig high

117



Comparing permanent and test pressure 

gauge-indicated flow rates

118
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Flow rate, gpm
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, 
ft

Head-capacity curve, building 9767-12

primary chilled water pumps

Permanent 

pressure 

gauges: 39.3 ft

=> 535 gpm

Test pressure 

gauges: 48.0 ft

=> 450 gpm

Measurement 

from magnetic 

flow meter

= 430 gpm
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As a sanity check - use other process 

parameters
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Heat

Exchanger

F

6000 gpm

80 F

72 F

65 F

71 F

Process 1 in

Process 2 in

Process 1 out

Process 2 out

Flow rate =

(6000 gpm x 8 F)

6 F

= 8000 gpm

Q = 500 x gpm x ΔT (Std water)



Using valve differential pressure to estimate flow rate
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Important: valve characteristic must be known;

this is not a precision flow measurement
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Allowable deviations, per ISA 75.11,

Inherent Flow Characteristic and Rangeability 

of Control Valves



An effective way to measure flow rate in 

parallel pumping applications: use Bernoulli
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Parallel Pump System – Flow Estimating
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▪ A very common pump configuration is to have several 
parallel pumps fed from a large common header, tank 
or reservoir.  In most cases, one or more of the 
parallel pumps is normally idle.

▪ The total hydraulic head, including pressure, elevation, 
and velocity should be the same in the suction pipes 
of running and idle pumps.  But since there is no 
velocity in the idle pumps, the pressure would be 
higher than in those that are running.  By measuring 
the differences in pressures, the velocity head in the 
suction of a running pump can be deduced.



Parallel Pump System – Flow Estimating
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▪ Of course, a difficulty with this approach is the fact 
that there are frictional effects.  In the example shown 
above, there are losses across the suction valves, as 
well as other pipe fittings (elbows/tees).  But using 
nothing other than typical values for these 
components, it is often possible to estimate velocity to 
within an accuracy of a few percent.  In some cases, 
this may be the best estimate that can be made.  It 
also provides an independent means of estimation 
that can either corroborate or bring into question other 
flow measurements or estimates.



How about power estimating?
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▪ MEASUR estimates of 
power from current have 
proven to be reasonably 
accurate

▪ Linear current ratio 
(measured amps divided by 
full load amps = fraction of 
rated load) is a very poor 
second choice

▪ MotorMaster algorithms

▪ Speed - not recommended 
unless a speed-power 
calibration curve for the 
specific motor and for the 
specific power supply 
conditions is in hand (i.e., 
almost never)



MEASUR - example 1
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Application: >40 years old, 200-hp, 4-pole motor, 

unknown repair history

Comparison of electric power estimated from 

current and voltage and actual electric power



Measure motor current & power & compare
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Power estimated from

motor current, voltage

Power measured



A caution about clamp-on current 

measurements: CT jaw closure is critical
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Jaws fully closed - 114.2 amps

<0.05 inch gap: 78.5 amps

Note: CT scaling is 1 mV/ampPiece of tie wrap < 0.05 in thick



If possible, measure all three phases
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Phase-to-phase voltages

Currents

<0.9% voltage unbalance => 3.3% current unbalance



A final, most important consideration:
Demand and Supply - in the engineering domain

▪ There is often a 

difference between 

what the pump is 

providing the system 

and what the system 

really needs

▪ Try to think in terms 

of demand, not 

supply

135



To illustrate, let’s consider a real-world

chilled water pumping application
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We’re only going to look at a part of the system: 

the part surrounding secondary pump J106
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Nameplate data
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Pump data: 115.5 feet head, 450 gpm
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The combined pump and motor are good: about 

87% of optimal for this size, class of equipment
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But supply and demand are unbalanced
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There is > 23 psig pressure drop across the 

throttled valve; the downstream pressure was 

measured to be 55 psig (10 feet above floor)

Required pump head



Applying MEASUR to the REQUIREMENTS -

the picture of opportunity is quite different
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This analysis assumes the 

pump efficiency stays 

constant at 68.4%. If this 

is not true, must estimate 

the new pump efficiency 

and rerun.



The End for Session 3
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